
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

VOCABULARY FOR 07 OCTOBER 2022 

1-Sanitation(Noun): सफ़ाई : Process of 

keeping places clean and healthy 

Synonyms: Hygiene , Asepsis 

Antonyms: Filth , Dirtiness 

Example Sentence: Poor sanitation always 
leads to the spread of disease and to 

deaths from infectious diseases. 

2-Suffice(Verb): पऱ्ााप्त:To be enough for 

somebody/something 

Synonyms: Sufficient , Satisfy 

Antonyms: Displease , Contravene 

Example Sentence: He insists that in 
order for law to exist, it suffices that the 
bulk of the population by and large obeys 

the law. 

3-Nodal(Adj.): न िःस्पंद: Denoting a point 

in a network or diagram at which lines 

or pathways intersect or branch. 

Synonyms: Lump , Knob 

Antonyms: Straight , Trivial 

Example Sentence: He could sit in his 
palace like the sun at the nodal point of an 

array of beams of light. 

4-Contamination(Noun): दषूितकरण: To 

make impure or unclean 

Synonyms: Impurity , Pollutant 

Antonyms: Sterility , Cleanliness 

Example Sentence: There is already a 

high level of environmental  

5-Liaise(Verb): संबंध जोड़ ़ा: To 

communicate and maintain contact 

Synonyms: Collaborate , Connect 

Antonyms: Detach , Disconnect 

Example Sentence: Our head office will 

liaise with the suppliers to ensure delivery. 

6-Stampede(Noun): भगदड़: Situation 

with animals or people running in an 

uncontrolled way 

Synonyms: Rush , Rout 

Antonyms: Dally , Dawdle 

Example Sentence:  Several children were 

pushed over in the stampede. 

7-Dehumanizing(Verb): अम़ा वीर्: Treat 

people so badly they no longer seem 

human 

Synonyms: Abasing , Perverting 

Antonyms: Exalting , Honoring 

Example Sentence: : I'm always struck by 
the way language is used to dehumanize 

others. 

8-Scamper(Verb): दौड़: (used especially 

about a child or small animal) to run 

quickly 

Synonyms: Scurry , Scuttle 

Antonyms: Stroll , Slow 

Example Sentence:The kids were 

scampering around the yard. 

9-Reminiscent(Adj.): ऱ्ाद ददल़ा े 
व़ाल़ा: Tending to remind 

Synonyms: Evocative , Implicative 

Antonyms: Forgetful , Oblivious 

Example Sentence His style of painting is 

reminiscent of Da Vinci's. 

10-Hooliganism(Noun): बदम़ाशी: Rowdy, 

violent, or destructive behavior. 

Synonyms: Misconduct , Depravity 

Antonyms: Honesty , Obedience 

Example Sentence There's no place for 
this mindless hooliganism in football. 


